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The Cheltenham Festival 2020 

Introduction 

The Cheltenham Festival is upon us again, hopefully!  With some scares around whether major 
sporting events will start to be cancelled, I am hoping that the work I have put into creating this 
document is not wasted!  I have been making the pilgrimage to the Cotswolds since 1995 aside from 
the year when it was abandoned due to foot and mouth and I hope that my missed festival count 
remains at one! 

In August 2018, I left a full-time job to try to spend some time growing BG Racing Syndicates, having 
run it for around ten years in my spare time.  I am loving my work, although it is the worst paid job I 
have ever had!  Sadly, we don’t have a horse that is up to running at the Festival this season, but we 
have plenty to look forward to, not least our veteran chaser Fr Humphrey who heads to Newbury in a 
couple of weeks to compete in a valuable veterans chase series final.     

I am often asked what horses I fancy for the Festival and whilst I have made a profit at many festivals 
it is always the bets that I share with others that lose!  That said, I produced a guide like this and 
made a small profit last year, so I thought I would have another crack! 

My big caveat is that at the time of writing, it is hard to predict which horses will run where let alone 
which ones will win and I would urge every caution with early bets.  Checking whether your 
bookmaker is operating a “non-runner no-bet” concession is probably wise.  It can be pretty 
frustrating to start the Festival with a whole bunch of losing bets that you need to cover with winners 
from those that remain. 

I have looked at the entries from the yard of Neil Mulholland and provided my analysis of their 
chances.  I would say that these are my thoughts and not those of Neil, but I do know the yard and 
horses well and feel able to analyse their chances.  I have then worked through the Festival race by 
race laying out my ante-post positions and my idea of the current best bet (as at Thursday 5th March). 

I hope you enjoy the read.  I know that you will enjoy watching the top-class racing on offer and if 
you are having a bet, I wish you every success. 

I have shown my current selections at a level of 1pt per race.  If you are following them and want to 
have £10 per race, then a 1pt bet becomes a £10 bet, a ½ point bet is £5 etc.  I will publish an update 
in the news section of the website each day with an update on how the selections are faring. 

It would also be remiss of me not to put in a small plug for BG Racing.  I aim to provide shareholders 
with a full ownership experience at fraction of the cost of sole ownership and I would love to tell you 
more about it if you are interested, so please drop me a line at phil@bgracingsyndicates.co.uk if you 
would like more information. 

Phil Boyle 
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Neil Mulholland Entries 

The Young Master is entered in the Ultima on Tuesday and the Kim Muir on Thursday.  He was not a 
factor in two runs before Christmas and if he does run in one of these races it would be hard to 
support him with any confidence. 

Fingerontheswitch is in the same two races and he has been very consistent this year.  I am guessing 
that Neil would favour the Kim Muir over the Ultima as this is an amateur rider race and 
Fingerontheswitch would benefit from being able to have his regular jockey Millie Wonnacott in that 
race.  I would give him a better chance in the Kim Muir, but he would have to be considered 
whichever race he ran in. 

Soupy Soups is in the Ultima as well.  He has been in good form and is the type that just might end up 
running a good race if he lined up.  The last entry in the Ultima is Cesar Et Rosalie who had a tough 
race last weekend and who would be very unlikely to make the field here as there will be more 
declared than there are places in the race. 

Onto Wednesday and No Hidden Charges is in the Ballymore.  He is also in the Coral Cup, the Albert 
Bartlett and the Martin Pipe.  He surely would not be good enough for one of the non-handicaps and 
to be honest I would struggle to see him getting involved in the shake up in either of the handicaps 
either. 

Shantou Village is in the Coral Cup and the Martin Pipe, but I would want to see some evidence of his 
old ability before I supported him financially.  He is a lovely horse and would be well up to this level 
on old form, but he has not shown that ability for a while.  Bootlegger is in the same two races.  He 
won well last time out, but either of these races would be a big step up in class. 

Kansas City Chief is in the Pertemps on Thursday.  He is too quirky for me, as shown when he ran out 
last time when likely to win.  The ability is there though and were he to put it all together, he could 
run well in a race like this. 

Full of Surprises is entered in the Mares Novice.  She won well on debut and then was disappointing 
next time.  It would be tough to see her being able to win here. 

Doing Fine is in the Kim Muir on Thursday, but he is a long way down the list and is a bit of a longshot 
to get in the race and if he did, he would need the ground to be better. 

On Friday, Scardura is in the County Hurdle but having run at Leopardstown this week would be 
unlikely to line up here. 

Hygrove Percy is entered in the Martin Pipe but would have to show significant improvement on 
recent runs to be a factor and will probably not run here. 
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Tuesday 12th March 

Supreme Novices Hurdle 

I am on Abracadabras at 10-1, Asterion Forlonge at 20-1 and Shishkin at 5-1 so I am in a good 
position.  I also backed Andy Dufresne which is a loser and Sir Psycho last week but fortunately that 
was non-runner no bet and he is, so it is! 

Abracadabras has the best form in my opinion and whilst Shishkin might win and go on to be a star, it 
is all potential and he has to improve.  He might do so, but he looks too short for me.  Whilst he is 
also my best result, I would probably still be with Asterion Forlonge now even at current prices.  I 
cannot see a solid looking each way option, so without being super confident, that would be my pick. 

Best Bet: 
1 pt win – Asterion Forlonges – 7/2 Bet265 – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

Arkle Chase 

Notebook (25-1), Brewinupastorm (10-1), Esprit Du Large (20-1) and Bapaume (16-1) are my ante-
post bets and all are still in the field.  The first three, I am on at better prices than they are now, but 
the latter I am not!  I would love Notebook to win, but I was not so impressed last time and I think he 
is too short at current odds.  I was impressed with Cashback last time and a couple of good judges 
like Rouge Vif.  Marie Banrigh could go well if they go too fast up front, but I think she is short 
enough.  At the current prices, I would probably side with Rouge Vif and Esprit Du Large as each-way 
selections. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Rouge Vif – 14/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Esprit Du Large – 14/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

Ultima Handicap Chase   

My ante-post bets are Atlanta Ablaze (33-1), Cobra De Mai (25-1), Deise Aba (16-1) and Kildisart (10-
1).  Atlanta Ablaze is the same price, Cobra De Mai is a bit shorter, Deise Aba is out but was non-
runner no bet and Kildisart is the same price.  The other one I like is Mister Malarky as long as he 
does not suffer from having had a recent run after a long break.  His fourth in last year’s RSA behind 
Delta Work, Topofthegame and Lostintranslation is Gold Cup standard and he is in a handicap here.  
If the ground is decent enough, he must go close and I will stick with Kildisart as the other bet, as he 
beat Mister Malarky at Aintree last season and finished behind him last time when looking like he 
was prepping for this, so the form ties in well. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Mister Malarky – 12/1 Paddy Power 1/5 odds 5 places – non-runner no bet 
¼ pt each-way – Kildisart – 10/1 Skybet 1/4 odds 4 places – non-runner no bet 
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Champion Hurdle 

I cannot get excited at all by the Champion Hurdle.  Hopefully something will put on a show, but at 
the moment it leaves me a bit cold.  I am on Call Me Lord (16-1 and 25-1), Coeur Sublime (25-1), Not 
So Sleepy (25-1), Saldier (20-1 and 16-1) and Thomas Darby (16-1).  Call Me Lord is still 20-1, Coeur 
Sublime is 16-1, Not So Sleepy is 40-1 and Saldier and Thomas Darby are out.   The latter is non-
runner no bet, but I was gutted when Saldier was injured as he was favourite at the time! 

Epatante does not excite me at the prices and I cannot have Pentland Hills who has travelled to win 
his last two and hasn’t.  Nothing at the head of the market looks certain to run well, so I am going for 
some big prices.  I think Call Me Lord could go well if the ground is better and it might be and Not So 
Sleepy was left at the start last time.  If he bounces off in front and is not taken on for the lead, he 
could run a big race and now that he is 40-1, I will go with a speculative bet. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Call Me Lord – 20/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Not So Sleepy – 40/1 Paddy Power 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 

Mares Hurdle 

My only ante-post bet is Roksana at 10-1.  This does now look like a match between Benie Des Dieux 
and Honeysuckle and either would probably almost be favourite for the Champion.  They are very 
short though and I would prefer to look for an each-way option, but I cannot find one!  I am not a 
massive fan of Stormy Ireland and Elfile finished behind her in December.  Without confidence, I will 
side with Roksana again having selected her last year as well.  I cannot believe I am typing this, but I 
will also suggest the enigma that is Apples Jade.  If she was to have a good day, she is well up to this 
level and at the price I will take the chance.   

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Roksana – 8/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Apples Jade – 16/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

Northern Trust Company Novices Handicap Chase 

My ante-post bets are Champagne Court at 20-1 (still 20s), Hold The Note at 10-1 (still 10s), Imperial 
Aura at 7-1 (now 6s), Put The Kettle On at 16-1 (non-runner, was non-runner no bet) and Trainwreck 
at 14-1 (still 14s), so no great value there!  There is no point in looking elsewhere with the prices 
roughly where I backed them and the best two in value terms for me are Champagne Court and 
Trainwreck so I will make them my selections, although the latter may need some luck to get into the 
field. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Champagne Court – 20/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Trainwreck – 14/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
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National Hunt Chase 

I backed Copperhead at 14-1 non-runner no bet (and he is a non-runner) and Ravenhill at 10-1 (now 
8-1). Carefully Selected is a very short price and I am happy to leave him alone.  Battleoverdoyen is 
the class act here and I will select him alongside Ravenhill, although he is a drifter on Betfair which 
may be an indication that he won’t run. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Battleoverdoyen – 7/1 Skybet 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 
¼ pt each-way – Ravenhill – 8/1 Skybet 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 
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Wednesday 13th March 

Ballymore Novice Hurdle 

Day 2 opens with the Ballymore and my ante-post bets are King Roland (20-1), Lord Royal (25-1), 
Sporting John (7-1) and The Big Getaway (12-1).  Sporting John is now 6-1, The Big Getaway 7-1, Lord 
Royal is 50-1 and King Roland does not run – two pluses and two minuses there! 

Envoi Allen is a short favourite and is the most likely winner, but at the current prices, I would see if I 
could get him beaten with split stakes on Sporting John and The Big Getaway. 

Best Bet: 
½ pt win – Sporting John – 9/2 Bet365 – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
½ pt win – The Big Getaway – 6/1 Bet365 – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

RSA Chase 

I am quite happy to take on the favourite Champ here and I have two strong ante-post bets in my list 
with Copperhead at 16-1 and 7-1 (now 5-1) and Minella Indo at 20-1 and 8-1 (now 4-1)!  I have also 
backed Dickie Diver at 33-1 (does not run), Allaho at 10-1 (non-runner no bet and hoping he runs in 
the Marsh) and Sam Brown at 12-1 (does not run).  Hopefully, one of the main two will offset the 
losses on the others and some!  The problem with tipping now is that the prices are short.  Black Op 
could pick up some pieces at an each-way price if he runs here but in terms of a selection, I will stick 
all the eggs in one basket and go with Minella Indo. 

Best Bet: 
1pt win – Minella Indo – 4/1 Skybet – non-runner no bet 

Coral Cup Handicap Hurdle 

My bets here are Birchdale (14-1 now 9-1), Conflated (16-1 still same price), Dame De Compagnie 
(14-1 now 12-1), Stolen Silver (20-1 still same price) and Thosedaysaregone (20-1 now 12-1).  You 
could back 10 and miss the winner here, but at the current prices I like the hardy Stolen Silver and 
the upside of Dame De Compaigne.  There was a handicap mark appeal (successful) on the latter and 
surely, they would not have bothered if they were not expecting a big run? 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Stolen Silver– 20/1 Bet365 1/4 odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Dame De Compagnie – 12/1 Coral 1/5 odds 5 places – non-runner no bet 
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Champion Chase 

Another race where I am sitting pretty except for one horse who will probably scupper me.  In this 
case, Altior switching back to two miles was a kick in the teeth with what would otherwise have been 
an awesome ante-post position!  I have Defi Du Seuil at 20-1 (now 9/4), Le Richebourg at 20-1 (non-
runner), Dynamite Dollars at 40-1 (now 20-1), Politologue at 25-1 (same price) and Chacun Pour Soi 
at 5-1 (now 11-4).  It looks between the big 3 and if anything, I hate to say that I think Altior is the 
most likely winner.  There is little value at the head of the market though, so I will suggest Dynamite 
Dollars and Politologue each way as the former has not had the chance to show how good he is yet 
and the latter was close last year and should not be far away from Altior again. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Dynamite Dollars– 20/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Politologue – 25/1 Skybetl 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 

Cross Country Chase 

I have finally found a race where I have not got an ante-post bet!  Tiger Roll probably just wins and I 
will be cheering if he does but at even money, he would not be for me.  Easysland was impressive 
here in December and the fact that JP has bought him makes me think that he was not convinced 
about Yanworth.  He is definitely a big danger and the reason why I think Tiger Roll is a bit short, but 
he is short enough as well.  Might Bite would win if he was on his old form, but you cannot back that, 
so I will go with an each-way bet on Diesel D’Allier who won here in November and who should be 
shorter than his stablemate Urgent De Gregaine on form.  He was going well when falling in a race 
won by Easysland last time, but he is a big price on Betfair which may be an indication that he will 
not run and it will be a no selection race if he doesn’t.   

Best Bet: 
½ pt each-way – Diesel D’Allier – 14/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed. 

Boodles Juvenile Handicap Hurdle 

I have a few here.  I have backed Aramax at 11-2, Blacko at 14-1, Mick Pastor at 8-1, Night Edition at 
20-1, Rowland Ward at 20-1 and Tremwedge at 25-1.  Aramax and Night Edition have shortened 
slightly, Mick Pastor and Tremwedge are unchanged, Blacko has drifted slightly and Rowland Ward is 
a non-runner (non-runner no bet for me).  Mick Pastor is fancied by the stable and he will do me as a 
bet at current prices and I will stick with Night Edition as well. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Mick Pastor – 8/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Night Edition – 16/1 Paddy Power 1/5 odds 5 places – non-runner no bet 

Champion Bumper 

My only ante-post position is an each-way bet on Appreciate It at 16- 1 and he is 7/4 favourite!  I 
cannot make him a selection at that price though.  The Glancing Queen is interesting if she turns up.  
She was 5th in this last year without a clear run and she could run into the frame at a decent price.  I 
will go with her and Israel Champ at the current prices. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Israel Champ – 10/1 Skybet 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 
¼ pt each-way – The Glancing Queen – 25/1 Coral 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet  
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Thursday 14th March 

Marsh Novices Chase 

This was one of the races of the festival last season and it looks like it could be pretty competitive 
again.  Allaho and Itchy Feet share favouritism at around 4-1 and they are two of my ante-post bets 
at 10-1 and 8-1 respectively.  My other ante-post bet is Samcro at 11-2 but he is around 7-1 now.  
Mister Fisher looks like he will run here, and he has impressed me this season.  Faugheen would be 
one of the most popular winners of the week, but I cannot see it and to be honest I don’t see much in 
the way of each-way alternatives although Black Op would be of interest to pick up some pieces if he 
came here in preference to the RSA.  I need to plump for one of the market leaders and it is Allaho I 
prefer. 

Best Bet: 
1 pt win – Allaho – 4/1 Bet365 – non-runner no bet - best odds guaranteed 

Pertemps Network Final 

My ante-post bets are Jatiluwih at 16-1 (still that price), Rapper at 25-1 (still that price), Skandiburg 
at 12-1 (still that price) and Stoney Mountain at 20-1 (still that price).  All a bit pointless backing them 
early really!  Given that the market has not moved on them, I am not going to look elsewhere for 
selections at the current prices.  I will put Skandiburg in as one selection as he looks the most fancied 
and I will add Jatiluwih who is always a bigger price than he should be because of the jockey, but 
David Maxwell is getting better all the time and he is not as much hindrance as the price differentials 
suggest. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Skandiburg – 12/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Jatiluwih – 16/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

Ryanair Chase 

I always enjoy the Ryanair.  My ante-post book is half good and half bad in this one.  I am on Master 
Dino at 25-1 (remember him – he is a non-runner), Defi Du Seuil at 8-1 (runs in Champion Chase) and 
Riders Onthe Storm at 14-1 and 12-1 (now 8-1).  I am not totally sold on Riders Onthe Storm despite 
having beaten the market, mainly because I really like the favourite A Plus Tard, who I would want in 
my selections. 

Best Bet: 
½ pt win – A Plus Tard – 9/4 Bet365 – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Riders Onthe Storm – 8/1 Skybet 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 
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Stayers Hurdle 

Race two with an empty ante-post book and that is because I am a Paisley Park fan and I think he will 
win!  There are a lot in the market that will not run here, so finding the runners is tough.  Only Benie 
Des Dieux would be one I think would give Paisley something to worry about though.  Summerville 
Boy chased home Paisley last time and might do again and Emitom is well regarded, but I don’t see 
much point in putting up each way bets with the doubts over who will run and frankly I think Paisley 
Park should be shorter than he is anyway, so I am making him the selection at current prices. 

Best Bet: 
1pt win – Paisley Park – 8/11 Bet365 – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

Brown Advisory and Merriebelle Stable Plate 

Another tough handicap and several of the runners are entered elsewhere.  I loved the run of Simply 
The Betts last time and backed him at 8-1 (now 7-1) and I am also on Cepage at 12-1 (still the same 
price).  Given that they are my bets and the market has not moved much, they are my selections 
here. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Simply The Betts – 7/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Cepage – 12/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

Mares Novice Hurdle 

How did Epatante not win this last year when she is Champion Hurdle favourite this season!  I have 
two ante-post bets.  The first is Marie’s Rock who I backed at 8-1 but she does not run, so that is a 
loser.  The other is Ard Abhainn at 20-1 who is still the same price.  I cannot get excited by this race, 
the favourite looks too short, Willie Mullins has about 20 entries and I don’t know where to go for a 
selection.  With little confidence I will go with Ard Abhainn and Cill Anna who might need soft 
ground, but who has been consistent this season.  

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Ard Abhainn – 20/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Cill Anna – 33/1 Betfair 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 

Kim Muir Handicap Chase 

The last race on Thursday is the Kim Muir for amateur riders.  I have backed Fingerontheswitch (20-
1), Kilfilum Cross (25-1) and Ravenhill (10-1).  The latter is 8-1 favourite having been well backed in 
recent days.  I backed Kilfilum Cross in this last year as well and he is now 12-1.  Fingerontheswitch is 
still 20-1 and I would fancy Deise Aba as well if he turned up here.  Given that he has other entries, 
the selections at current prices are Kilfilum Cross and Fingerontheswitch. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Kilfilum Cross – 12/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Fingerontheswitch – 20/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
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Friday 15th March 

JCB Triumph Hurdle 

My ante-post bets were looking very solid until Solo won impressively last week and jumped right 
into favouritism!  I have backed Goshen at 16-1 (now 7-2), Aspire Tower at 20-1 and 9-2 (now 6-1 so 
one of those is looking good value!) and Monte Cristo at 33-1 (does not run).  Allmankind is 
respected as would Sir Psycho be if he runs here, but at the current prices I would be with Aspire 
Tower. 

Best Bet: 
½ pt each-way – Aspire Tower – 6/1 Skybet 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 

Randox Health County Handicap Hurdle 

The Skelton’s always lay one out for this race, so I am on Mohaayed at 16-1 (now 10-1).  I have also 
backed Elusive Belle at 25-1, Chesterfield at 66-1, Sofia’s Rock at 25-1 and Mack The Man at 25-1.  All 
of these are the same price now.  Mack The Man will probably not get in unless he wins the Imperial 
Cup on Saturday and if he does, he will shorten so that is just a non-runner no bet wager on value 
grounds.  At the current odds, I would probably go with Elusive Belle and Sofia’s Rock as selections. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Elusive Belle – 25/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Sofia’s Rock – 33/1 Coral ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet 

Albert Bartlett Novices Hurdle 

Given that this race often provides a shock, I probably should not have had so many ante-post bets!  I 
am on the current 10-1 shot Harry Senior at that price, but I have beaten the market on Ramses De 
Teillee who is now 12-1 when I have 16-1.  I have 25-1 on Imperial Alcazar who will not run and 20-1 
about Lord Royal who is now 16-1.  My last two are Vis Ta Loi who is 150-1 after I backed him at 40-1 
and Cobblers Way who I backed at 20-1 and he is now 14-1.  All the front three in the market, Thyme 
Hill, Monkfish and Latest Exhibition are respected, but I will go with a couple of hardy looking types 
as this could be a slog.  Ramses De Teillee and Harry Senior for me. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Ramses De Teillee – 12/1 Bet365 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet – best odds 
guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – Harry Senior – 10/1 Coral 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 
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Gold Cup 

I backed Lostintranslation for this at 33-1 at the end of last season.  It was looking a much better bet 
earlier in the season before he flopped in the King George, but he is still 13-2, so I am in a good 
position.  My other bets are Presenting Percy at 20-1, Chris’ Dream at 40-1 and Santini at 11-2.  All 
are now shorter as Presenting Percy is 11-1, Chris’ Dream 25-1 and Santini 7-2.  It means that my 
ante-post positions are good but at current odds, I am not sure about tipping them!  To be honest, I 
think Al Boum Photo is rock solid and will be hard to beat.  I wanted to put Bristol De Mai up as an 
each-way selection, but he would have to reverse form with Santini, Lostintranslation and Al Boum 
Photo and I cannot see that, so I am going to be boring and tip the favourite. 

Best Bet: 
1 pt win – Al Boum Photo – 7/2 Bet365 – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

Foxhunters Chase 

I am on Billaway at 7-1 (now 6-1) and Shantou Flyer at 16-1 (now 10-1).  I think the latter will 
definitely run well at a decent price and I will stick with him as the selection. 

Best Bet: 
½ pt each-way – Shantou Flyer –10/1 Skybet 1/5 odds 3 places – non-runner no bet 

Grand Annual Handicap Chase 

I backed Gino Trail for this at 25-1, but he may have left this one behind with a good win last week.  
He is the same price now and does not appeal as much as he did.  I have backed Lisp at 16-1 and 9-1 
and the latter price is still available.  The 16-1 I took on On The Slopes is also still there and my other 
two are big prices in Northern Beau at 50-1 and Us and Them at 33-1.  Both are still at those prices 
and Us and Them and On The Slopes are my selections. 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Us and Them – 33/1 Bet365 ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 
¼ pt each-way – On The Slopes – 16/1 Bet365l ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

Martin Pipe Conditional Jockeys Handicap Hurdle 

The last race of the festival and I have backed three ante-post, Conflated (14-1), Pileon (8-1) and 
Portrush Ted (25-1).  They are currently 16-1, 8-1 and 25-1 respectively, so I have not secured any 
value there!  At the prices, I will go with the first and last named as my last two selections of 2020 
and hope that they both run here! 

Best Bet: 
¼ pt each-way – Conflated – 16/1 Betfair 1/5 odds 5 places – non-runner no bet 
¼ pt each-way – Portrush Ted – 25/1 Bet365l ¼ odds 4 places – non-runner no bet – best odds guaranteed 

 


